INSIGHTS

Done is Not the Same as
Really, Really, Done, Done
What does done look like? This is a question that Ankura professionals ask all the time when leading big change. It’s
because we’ve learned the hard way that each person on the team has a different mental model of the definition of
“done” for any given program.
To illustrate, let’s imagine that you are leading a twoyear, multimillion-dollar strategic initiative to transform
a company’s back office business environment, including
the implementation of a new ERP solution and significant
process automation. There are 75 people on the team
and two software vendors involved.

As change leaders, we understand that each team’s
“done” is simply just done. The road map and team involvement must include more than just “done” activities.
“Really done” activities might include integration testing,
user acceptance, and training. “Really, really done” activities might include pilot and rollout steps.

When developing the implementation road map, each
team defines its work effort and when it will be “done”
with its part. When managing the program progress, the
developers report “done” when their code has been (barely) tested. The infrastructure team reports “done” when
the servers are installed and successfully connected to
the network. The trainers report “done” when the trainthe-trainer sessions are complete. The software vendors
report “done” when the software has been installed and
(barely) configured.

So, what’s “really, really, done, done?” At this point, you
should be fully operational and beginning to measure
some business value from the change program.

But we aren’t done yet, are we? Of course not. And in
order to succeed, it’s critical for these teams to stay engaged in the program past their own “done” component.
So, what do we do?
Through the years, to help with this “done” dilemma, we
discovered some new language that helps us more effectively lead teams through change. It’s called really, really,
done, done.
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Ankura is a business advisory firm defined by HOW we solve challenges. Whether a client is facing an immediate business challenge, trying to increase the value of their company or protect against future risks, Ankura designs, develops, and executes
tailored solutions by assembling the right combination of expertise. We build on this experience with every case, client, and
situation, collaborating to create innovative, customized solutions, and strategies designed for today’s ever-changing business
environment. This gives our clients unparalleled insight and experience across a wide range of economic, governance, and regulatory challenges. At Ankura, we know that collaboration drives results.
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